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Genome-wide association study of IgA nephropathy
using 23 465 microsatellite markers in a Japanese
population

Sanae Saka1,2, Nobuhito Hirawa2, Akira Oka3, Keisuke Yatsu1, Takeshi Hirukawa4, Ryohei Yamamoto5,
Taiji Matsusaka4, Enyu Imai6,7, Ichiei Narita8, Masayuki Endoh4, Iekuni Ichikawa9,10, Satoshi Umemura1

and Hidetoshi Inoko3

Immunoglobulin A nephropathy (IgAN) is the most common form of primary glomerulonephritis in many parts of the world.

Although previous genome-wide association studies (GWAS) identified the major susceptibility loci for IgAN, the causal genes

currently remain unknown. We performed a GWAS using 23 465 microsatellite (MS) markers to identify genes related to IgAN in

a Japanese population. A pooled sample analysis was conducted in three-stage screenings of three independent case–control

populations, and after the final step of individual typing, 11 markers survived. Of these, we focused on two regions on 6p21 and

12q21 because they (i) showed the strongest relationship with IgAN, and (ii) appeared to be highly relevant to IgAN in view of

several previous studies. These regions contained the HLA, TSPAN8 and PTPRR genes. This study on GWAS, using 420 000

MS markers, provides a new approach regarding susceptible genes for IgAN for investigators seeking new tools for the prevention

and treatment of IgAN.
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INTRODUCTION

Immunoglobulin A nephropathy (IgAN) is the most common form of
primary glomerulonephritis worldwide and an important cause of
end-stage renal disease in various parts of the world.
Microscopically, IgAN is characterized by predominant IgA deposits

in glomerular mesangial areas. Its prevalence is as high as 50% of all
cases of glomerulonephritis in Asia, especially in Japan, with significant
geographic and ethnic vari`ations being reported in its prevalence.1

Because biopsy is a prerequisite for diagnosis, the true incidence of this
disorder remains unknown.
Various mechanisms have been proposed for the characteristic

IgA deposits in glomerular mesangial areas. Variations in clinical
presentation, progression and therapeutic responses among patients
with similar immunohistological features in renal biopsy specimens
indicates that a diagnosis may encompass several subtypes that are
indistinguishable on the basis of renal biopsy or clinical data alone.
Hence, a complicated determination may be required, in which the
interplay between multiple different genes and environmental factors
possibly underlie different subsets of patients.2 The reported pre-
valence of IgAN appears to reflect the demographic and ethnic

characteristics of the specific populations studied, in which several
cases of familial IgAN and identical twins with IgAN have been
reported.3–5 Therefore, IgAN is a complex disorder, the etiology of
which involves immunological, environmental and genetic factors.5

Because the combination of various genes and environmental factors
critically influences the incidence of IgAN, the interrelationship
between the susceptibility locus and disease phenotypes needs to be
investigated using appropriate models.6 Although the pathogenesis of
IgAN currently remains unknown, evidence for the role of genetic
factors in the development and progression of IgAN has accumulated.
Previous studies reported the familial aggregations of IgAN, affected
sib pairs and offspring pairs from multiple ethnic groups. In a recent
family study of patients with biopsy-proven IgAN, a recurrence
risk (λ) of approximately 16 was noted in first-degree relatives and
of 2.4 in second-degree relatives.7

Several genome-wide linkage studies have been published to date.8

However, the application of a linkage analysis to IgAN has so far only
achieved limited success. Furthermore, the examination of known
genes in the linkage intervals reported has not revealed any compelling
candidates. The advantage of genome-wide linkage studies is that they
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do not require a priori assumptions about disease pathogenesis.
Unfortunately, linkage studies are highly sensitive to the inaccurate
specification of clinical phenotypes, and their power is limited to the
detection of rare genetic variants with a relatively large effect on the
risk of disease.
The most comprehensive candidate gene study reported to date has

been on the selectin gene cluster on chromosome 1 by Takei et al.9

Selectins were identified as possible candidate genes in view of
their expression patterns and suspected functional role as adhesion
molecules in the accumulation of leukocytes within the glomerulus
and interstitium of the kidney. However, most candidate gene
association studies on IgAN have not been replicated.
Genome-wide association is a powerful method for elucidating the

genetic basis of the sporadic forms of diseases such as IgAN. Prior
information on the pathogenesis of disease is not required when
analyzing the entire genome. The findings of a large-scale genome-
wide association study (GWAS) on IgAN were recently reported.10–12

They identified major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on
chromosome 6p21 and CFHR1 and CFHR3 on chromosome 1q32.
Linkage studies, candidate gene studies and GWAS each have

unique advantages and disadvantages. In the present study, we used
a distinctive new approach using microsatellite (MS) markers instead
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as polymorphic markers.
MS markers may represent a new and complementary tool for the
genetic dissection of common and rare diseases. We herein applied
GWAS for IgAN using whole-genome MS markers to identify the
susceptibility loci for IgAN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subject selection
A total of 915 Japanese patients (438 men and 477 women), who were all over

18 years old, were recruited from Yokohama City University, Tokai University,

Osaka University and Niigata University. All IgAN patients were diagnosed by

renal biopsy. IgAN was defined as glomerulonephritis with predominantly IgA

deposits in the mesangium of all glomeruli. Patients with Henoch-Schonlein

purpura and secondary IgAN such as hepatic glomerulosclerosis were excluded

from the analysis. A total of 481 Japanese healthy volunteers (267 male and 214

female) were analyzed as control subjects. These healthy subjects did not have

hematuria, proteinuria or kidney dysfunction. We obtained informed consent

from all patients and healthy individuals whose DNA samples were used in the

analyses.
Clinical data were also recorded (age, gender, excretion of protein in urine,

serum creatinine, serum IgA, systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood

pressure). All personal identities associated with medical information and blood

samples were carefully eliminated and replaced with anonymous identities at

each recruiting institution.
The Ethical Committees of Yokohama City University, Tokai University,

Osaka University and Niigata University approved the study protocol, and

written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Marker information
The repeated sequence of MS markers was computationally detected from all

of the chromosomes (in four versions of the human genome draft

sequence: Golden Path Feb 2009 to the National Center for Biotechnology

Information).13 At present, our laboratory has built 23 465 markers. The MS

markers were investigated for repeat polymorphisms in 200 healthy Japanese

using the DNA pooling method. Our criteria for the selection of MS markers

for the IgAN association study were dinucleotide repeats with 410 repeats;

tri-, tetra- and pentanucleotide repeats with 45 repeats; and polymorphic MS

markers with heterozygosity of 430%, but not those with heterozygosity of

485% to eliminate any unstable and highly mutated MS markers.

Pooled DNA and genotyping
The pooled DNA method for MS typing was performed according to the
protocol of Collins et al.13 with a slight modification.14 The key factor in this
methodology was the absolute equality of individual DNA quantities; therefore,
we used a highly accurate quantitative procedure to construct a pooled DNA
template for PCR amplification. DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA
blood kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) with a standardized protocol to
prevent variations in the quality of DNA. This was followed by 0.8% agarose gel
electrophoresis to check for DNA degradation and RNA contamination. DNA
concentrations were precisely measured using the PicoGreen fluorescence assay
(Molecular Probes, Tokyo, Japan) as previously described.15,16 The DNA
concentration was unified by repeating the procedure to reduce concentration
variations, and the final concentration variation was ± 5%.
The first set for the association study was the DNA pools of 150 patients

(81 males and 69 females) and 150 controls (81 males and 69 females). The
quality of the pooled DNA was confirmed by comparing allelic distributions
between individual and pooled typing results using 23 MS markers, unless there
was the absence of any significant difference (P⩽ 0.05) in allele frequencies
between pooled and individual DNA typing. In the first round screening,
23 465 MS markers were used. All MS markers and the methods for MS
genotyping used in this study have been described by Tamiya et al.15 PCR was
performed on pooled DNAs in a 20-μl reaction mixture containing 100 ng
pooled DNA, 0.5 U AmpliTaq DNA polymerase, 1 × reaction buffer with
1.5mM MgCl2 provided by the manufacturer (Applied Biosystems, Tokyo,
Japan), 5 μM of each primer and 0.25mM of each deoxyribonucleotide
triphosphate in 96-well plates. PCR amplification was performed on a
GeneAmp PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems) with the following condi-
tions: 96 °C for 9min (hot start), 57 °C for 1min and 72 °C for 1min followed
by 30 cycles of 96 °C for 45 s, 57 °C for 45 s and 72 °C for 1min. Pooled MS
genotyping procedures were carried out after PCR amplification according to
standard protocols using an ABI3730 DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems).
Various kinds of information, such as peak positions and heights, were
manually extracted by the PickPeak and MultiPeaks programs, developed by
Applied Biosystems Japan, from the multipeak pattern in chromatogram ABI
fsa files. Multiple peak patterns in the pooled DNA showed the distribution of
allele frequencies in the subjects. Among them, markers showing significance of
P⩽ 0.05 were subjected to the second stage.
A second set was also grouped from the samples of 150 independent patients

(82 males and 68 females) and 150 controls (82 males and 68 females). The
markers showing significance of P⩽ 0.05 in the second screening were
subjected to a third stage.
A third set was also grouped from the samples of 150 independent patients

(81 males and 69 females) and 150 controls (81 males and 69 females).
We confirmed that the positive allele was the same at each screening stage.
All of the positive markers that remained significant (P⩽ 0.05) in the third

screening were confirmed by individual genotyping using the same set of
450 patients (244 males and 206 females) and 450 controls (244 males and
206 females) as the final step. PCR was performed on individual DNAs in a
10-μl reaction mixture containing 1 ng individual DNA, 0.25U AmpliTaq DNA
polymerase, 1 × reaction buffer with 1.5mM MgCl2 provided by the manu-
facturer (Applied Biosystems), 1.25 μM of each primer and 0.25mM of each
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate in 96-well plates. PCR amplification was
performed on GeneAmp PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems) with the
following conditions: 95 °C for 9min (hot start), adapted x°C for 1min and
72 °C for 1min followed by 40 cycles of 96 °C for 45 s, adapted x°C for 45 sec
and 72 °C for 1min. Individual MS genotyping procedures were carried out
after PCR amplification according to standard protocols using an ABI3730
DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Peak positions and heights were manually
extracted by the MultiTyper programs, developed by Applied Biosystems Japan.
We also confirmed that the positive allele in individual typing was the same as
that at each screening stage.

Statistical analysis
Measurements of the heights of multiple peaks in the pooled DNA were applied
to an association analysis. Allele frequencies in pooled DNA typing were
estimated from the height of the peaks (fluorescence intensity): each allele
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frequency was determined by dividing the height of each allele by the summed
height of all alleles.16 To calculate P values, we used two types of Fisher’s exact
test for 2× 2 contingency tables for each individual allele and 2×m contingency

tables for each locus, in which m referred to the number of marker alleles
observed in a population. The Markov chain/Monte Carlo simulation method
was used to execute Fisher’s exact test for the 2×m contingency table. The

simple 'allelic', but not 'genotype' association was presented for the 2× 2
contingency tables for MS markers. These analyses were executed using the
software package, AStat. The method of Pritchard and Rosenberg was used for

the detection of stratification in case and control populations using 23 MS
markers.17 The Hardy–Weinberg test for allele frequency distributions at the
MS loci was performed by the P test for differentiation, as determined by

GenePop 3.4 (the Laboratiore de Genetique et Environment, Montpellier,
France). Other basic analyses were carried out using Microsoft Excel. The
authors had full access to the data and take responsibility for its integrity.

RESULTS

Three-stage screening: pooled DNA typing
We initially identified 14 markers as IgAN susceptibility loci by three-
stage screening of the three independent case–control populations
(stage 1: 150, stage 2: 150, stage 3: 150 patients with IgAN and the
same number of healthy individuals). Three-stage screenings were
intended to sequentially replicate the results in the three independent
sample populations and eliminate pseudopositive markers resulting
from type I errors.18 The number of markers decreased from 23 465 to

2612 markers in the first screening, then to 521 markers in the second
screening and to 210 markers in the third screening. We obtained 210
positive markers in the third screening, but the concordance of the
allele associated with the disease in the same marker through all
pooled DNA screenings was ignored. The narrowed-down markers
indicated completely identical markers in the associated allele and the
direction of differences in allele frequency between cases and controls
through all pooled DNA screenings. We eventually obtained 14
positive markers after the three-stage screening (Table 1). We also
performed a comparison of expected positives with observed positives.
The number of biologically relevant positive markers with P-values
being below 0.05 in each screening is shown (Supplementary Table 4).

Individual typing
As the results of pooled typing were presumptive, we genotyped a total
of 900 individuals (450 case subjects versus 450 control subjects) and
reanalyzed the 14 markers used in the three-stage screening procedure.
These individuals were the same individuals as those used in pooled
typing and were not from a new cohort. We reduced the number of
positive markers from 14 to 11 loci by using individual genotyping in
GWAS for IgAN (Table 2). All 11 of the markers were significant
(Po0.05) by a 2× 2 analysis. Eleven loci were observed on chromo-
somes 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 17 and 18. The observed and expected

Table 1 Summary of phased genome screen by the DNA method and individual typing

First screening Second screening Third screening Narrowed-down markers Individual typing

Chromosome No. of MS

No. of

positives

Positive

rate, %

No. of

positives

Positive

rate, %

No. of

positives

Positive

rate, %

No. of

positives

Positive

rate, %

No. of

positives

Positive

rate, %

1 1895 202 10.7 46 22.8 21 45.7 0 0.0 0 0.0

2 2053 230 11.2 56 24.3 21 37.5 1 5.0 1 100.0

3 1650 187 11.3 27 14.4 13 48.1 0 0.0 0 0.0

4 1554 186 12.0 44 23.7 15 34.1 2 18.2 2 100.0

5 1500 157 10.5 31 19.7 9 29.0 1 12.5 1 100.0

6 1369 171 12.5 37 21.6 13 35.1 2 22.2 2 100.0

7 1370 145 10.6 33 22.8 12 36.4 0 0.0 0 0.0

8 1103 120 10.9 30 25.0 13 43.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

9 956 104 10.9 31 29.8 14 45.2 1 7.7 0 0.0

10 1097 121 11.0 14 11.6 5 35.7 1 25.0 1 100.0

11 1076 108 10.0 20 18.5 6 30.0 1 20.0 1 100.0

12 1128 151 13.4 32 21.2 12 37.5 3 30.0 1 33.3

13 806 91 11.3 23 25.3 8 34.8 0 0.0 0 0.0

14 709 92 13.0 13 14.1 6 46.2 0 0.0 0 0.0

15 610 65 10.7 10 15.4 8 80.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

16 631 62 9.8 10 16.1 5 50.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

17 626 79 12.6 14 17.7 6 42.9 1 16.7 1 100.0

18 649 65 10.0 10 15.4 6 60.0 1 20.0 1 100.0

19 454 68 15.0 13 19.1 8 61.5 0 0.0 0 0.0

20 501 57 11.4 9 15.8 3 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

21 296 37 12.5 6 16.2 2 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0

22 251 25 10.0 1 4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

X 1105 83 7.5 11 13.3 4 36.4 0 0.0 0 0.0

Y 76 6 7.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Total 23 465 2612 11.1 521 19.9 210 40.3 14 8.5 11 78.6

Abbreviation: MS, microsatellite. Statistical significance was set at Po0.05 by Fisher’s test for the 2×2 or 2×m contingency table. Positive rates represent the rate of positive markers in the 2×2
or 2×m analysis, analyzing 23 465 (first), 2612 (second) and 521 markers (third). The number of markers decreased from 23 465 to 2612 markers in the first screening, then to 521 markers in
the second screening and to 210 markers in the third screening. We obtain 210 positive markers in third screening but the concordance of the allele associated with the disease in the same marker
through all pooled DNA screenings is ignored. The narrowed-down markers indicate completely identical markers in the associated allele and the direction of difference of allele frequency between
case and control through all pooled DNA screenings. We finally obtain 14 positive markers after the three-stage screening. We genotyped a total of 900 individuals and reanalyzed the 14 markers as
individual typing. We reduced the number of positive markers from 14 to 11 loci by using individual genotyping in the GWAS for IgAN.
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frequencies of each genotype in the case and control subjects followed
the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (data not shown).

HLA and TSPAN8-PTPRR gene regions
Among the 11 positive markers that remained significant after
individual typing, two loci on 6p21 and 12q21, representing the
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) and TSPAN8 genes, respectively,
were selected for further analyses because they were functionally
interesting and significantly different between IgAN patients and the
controls.
We set the 12 new MS markers on 6p21 and 12q21 (Tables 3 and 4

and Supplementary Table 1), and performed individual typing for
these 12 MS markers in 900 individuals. Six out of the eight markers
on 6p21 (Table 3 and Figure 1) and three out of the four markers on
12q21 showed significant differences in allele frequency (Table 4 and
Figure 2).
A conditional analysis of the associations with these new MS

markers across the HLA on chromosome 6p21 in our study suggested
the presence of a susceptibility locus within this region. The most
strongly associated MS marker, D6S2913, was mapped within 81 kb
downstream of HLA-DRA, 159 kb downstream of HLA-DRB1, 283 kb
downstream of HLA-DQA1 and 301 kb downstream of HLA-DQB1.
The second most strongly associated MS marker, D6S0588, was
mapped within 192 kb upstream of HLA-DRA, 114 kb upstream of
HLA-DRB1, 11 kb downstream of HLA-DQA1 and 28 kb downstream
of HLA-DQB1 (Figure 1). Therefore, the 165 kb region around the
C6orf10 gene, which was defined by D6S2913, D6S0483i and D6S2892
on chromosome 6p21.32 and showed the strongest association
with IgAN, may be a critical region for disease-susceptibility loci.
Furthermore, the HLA –DR and –DQ subregions around the D6S0588
marker may be other critical regions in the HLA region.
In the locus 12q21, the results from three new MS markers, AC001,

AGGF1 and G4A2F1, next to D12S0933i also showed significant
relationships, suggesting that the susceptible region was located
around the TSPAN8 and PTPRR gene region (Figure 2). The most
strongly associated MS marker, AC001, was located in the region 42 kb
upstream of PTPRR and 162 kb downstream of TSPAN8.
We showed the linkage disequilibrium (LD) across each marker

on chromosome 6 (Supplementary Table 2) and chromosome 12

(Supplementary Table 3). LD was calculated using GENEPOP. This
analysis demonstrated LD between additional markers and genome-
wide markers in each locus (chromosomes 6 and 12) that were
associated with IgAN. Moreover, we also estimated haplotypes
between AC001 and D12S0933i using PHASE v2.1, which demon-
strated that a haplotype harboring alleles associated with both loci was
strongly associated with IgAN (case: 0.0244, control: 0.0033, odds
ratio= 7.43 (95% confidence interval 2.22–39.0), P-value: 7.91E-5).
Therefore, D12S0933i in the genome-wide set may capture AC001,
which is strongly associated with IgAN.

DISCUSSION

Genome-wide association is a powerful method for elucidating the
genetic basis of the sporadic forms of diseases such as IgAN. Prior
information on the pathogenesis of disease is not required when
analyzing the entire genome. A large-scale GWAS on IgAN recently
reported its findings.10–12 The first IgAN GWAS used identified
association signals at the MHC locus.10 The second IgAN GWAS
identified three independent loci in the MHC on chromosome
6p21, as well as the common deletion of CFHR1 and CFHR3
(on chromosome 1q32, respectively).11 The third IgAN GWAS
identified replicated four loci in the MHC region, and new loci on
chromosome 17p13 and 8q23.12 These findings delineated the genetic
architecture of sporadic IgAN, uncovering new pathogenic pathways
and connections to other immune-mediated disorders.
Linkage studies, candidate gene studies and GWAS each have

unique advantages and disadvantages. In the present study, we used
a distinctive new approach using MS markers instead of SNPs as
polymorphic markers. MS markers are highly polymorphic, showing
a high degree of heterozygosity and LD lengths in the range of
100–200 kb.15 GWAS using MS can, thus, be used as a complementary
tool for the genetic dissection of common and rare diseases. We herein
applied GWAS for IgAN using whole-genome MS markers to identify
the susceptibility loci for IgAN.
We performed a GWAS with 23 465 MS markers to detect

candidate loci for IgAN. The pooled DNA method was applied to
reduce the cost and technical burden of genome-wide genotyping. The
pooled DNA method was established by Collins et al.,13 and has since
been used by other studies.19,20 We performed three-phase screening,

Table 2 Individual typing of 14 microsatellite markers

Allele frequencies Fisher’s exact test

Markers Cytobands No. of alleles Case Control Exact 2×2 Odds ratio 95% CI Known genes

D2S1016i 2p12 4 0.313 0.365 0.025 0.793 0.601–1.045 BC024248

D4S0273i 4q26 7 0.075 0.108 0.017 0.67 0.424–1.058 Unknown

D4S0359i 4q28.3 5 0.517 0.585 0.004 0.759 0.584–0.988 Unknown

D5S0078i 5q23.3 13 0.27 0.234 0.009 1.211 0.896–1.636 SLC27A6

Z67686 6q14.3 13 0.063 0.039 0.027 1.657 0.905–3.033 Unknown

D6S0483i 6p21.32 8 0.148 0.086 5.05E-05 1.846 1.219–2.796 HLA(C6orf10)

D9S0505i 9q22.32 5 0.042 0.047 0.499 0.889 0.471–1.676 SLC35D2

D10S0836i 10q23.1 2 0.507 0.436 0.003 1.33 1.024–1.729 Unknown

D11S911 11q13.5 28 0.092 0.061 0.02 1.56 0.948–2.566 RSF1

D12S0933i 12q21.1 8 0.442 0.55 0.029 0.65 0.5–0.84 TSPAN8

D12S0443i 12q21.31 9 0.001 0.003 0.121 0.333 0.013–8.259 ACSS3

D12S0177i 12q24.22 17 0.112 0.086 0.096 1.34 0.864–2.081 NOS1

D17S0027i 17p12 5 0.323 0.392 0.006 0.74 0.563-0.973 DNAH9

D18S0221i 18q12.1 4 0.333 0.38 0.048 0.815 0.62–1.07 Unknown

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. Detailed information on the results of individual typing of 14 MS markers that passed the three-stage screening.
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which does not allow us to avoid false negative. But the method and
the individual genotyping in the final step can solve the problem of
false positives. Association results with the pooled DNA method and
subsequent re-genotyping of individual DNAs using the same set of
900 screened individuals revealed that 11 markers showed significant
differences by Fisher’s exact test (Table 1). Of the 11 positive markers
of individual typing, we selected two loci that showed stronger

associations with the disease on 6p21 and 12q21 for a more detailed
analysis. We set 11 new MS markers in addition to 2 MS markers
around the two loci, and then selected and performed individual
typing. Among these 13 MS markers, 10 markers showed significant
differences in allele frequency (Tables 2 and 3,Figures 1 and 2).

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA)
One of the two loci we selected from the 11 markers that were positive
throughout the first to third screenings and individual typing steps was
mapped to 6p21 on the short arm of chromosome 6, representing the
HLA region, especially around the HLA class II region. The HLA,
the human MHC, contains a large number of genes related to immune
system function. This HLA region carries a large number of
immunologically important genes including HLA genes encoding
cell-surface antigen-presenting proteins. Therefore, HLA genes or
other genes in the HLA region may be involved in the pathogenesis of
IgAN.21

Classical HLA class II antigens consist of HLA-DR, -DQ, and -DP,
and are known to have a crucial role in the presentation of processed
antigens to helper T cells. As the IgA antibody-mediated response is
helper T-cell-dependent, the HLA class II allelic polymorphism of the
HLA gene may affect the pathogenesis of IgAN. Seven out of nine MS
markers in the HLA region showed significant differences in allele
frequency (Table 3). These markers showed bimodal peaks in the
P-value, as shown in Figure 1, with one peak on the C6orf10 gene
just outside the HLA class II gene region and the other between the
HLA-DRB1 and HLA-DQA1 genes in the HLA class II gene region.
In the past few decades, many clinical studies have provided further

evidence to support the strong association between HLA gene

Table 3 Individual typing of microsatellite markers around HLA

Allele frequencies Fisher’s exact test

Markers Cytobands No. of alleles Case Control Exact 2×2 Odds ratio 95% CI Known genes

D6S2787 6p21.33 13 0.083 0.048 0.005 1.795 1.046-3.081 Unknown

D6S2920 6p21.33 13 0.113 0.085 0.055 1.371 0.883-2.13 TNXB

D6S2892 6p21.32 11 0.075 0.121 0.001 0.589 0.377-0.921 HLA(C6orf10)

D6S2913 6p21.32 11 0.486 0.381 9.30E-06 1.536 1.179-2.002 HLA(C6orf10)

D6S0483i 6p21.32 8 0.148 0.086 5.05E-05 1.846 1.219-2.796 HLA(C6orf10)

D6S2885 6p21.32 16 0.198 0.243 0.022 0.769 0.561-1.055 Unknown

D6S2883 6p21.32 14 0.201 0.243 0.048 0.784 0.572-1.074 Unknown

D6S0588 6p21.32 15 0.536 0.41 1.43E-05 1.662 1.278-2.163 Unknown

D6S2747 6p21.32 14 0.089 0.126 0.052 0.678 0.443-1.037 Unknown

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. Detailed information on the results of individual typing of nine MS markers around the HLA is listed. D6S0483i was a positive marker in the three-stage
screening of GWAS and individual typing (Table 2). We set eight new MS markers on 6p21.32-33 around D6S0483i and performed individual typing of these eight MS markers in 900 individuals.
As a result, six of eight markers on 6p21.32 showed significant differences in allele frequency.

Table 4 Individual typing of microsatellite markers around TSPAN8

Allele frequencies Fisher’s exact test

Markers Cytobands No. of alleles Case Control Exact 2×2 Odds ratio 95% CI Known genes

AC001 12q21.1 9 0.037 0.005 8.70E-07 7.646 2.324-25.15 Unknown

AGGF1 12q21.1 13 0.014 0.002 0.001 7.085 1.061-47.32 TSPAN8

D12S0933i 12q21.1 8 0.442 0.55 0.029 0.65 0.5-0.84 TSPAN8

G4A2F1 12q21.1 4 0.828 0.858 0.036 0.797 0.556-1.142 TSPAN8

AAT001 12q21.1 8 0.49 0.526 0.13 0.866 0.667-1.124 TSPAN8

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval. Detailed information on the results of individual typing of five MS markers around TSPAN8 is listed. D12S0933i was a positive marker in the three-stage
screening of GWAS and individual typing (Table 2). We designed the PCR primers for four new MS markers on 12q21.1 around D12S0933i and performed individual typing of these four MS
markers in 900 individuals. As a result, three of four markers on 12q21.1 showed significant differences in allele frequency.
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Figure 1 Results of individual typing of nine MS markers on 6p21.
D6S0483i was a positive marker in the three-stage screening of GWAS and
individual typing (Table 2). We set eight new MS markers on 6p21.32-33
around D6S0483i and performed individual typing of these eight MS
markers in 900 individuals. As a result, six out of eight markers on 6p21.32
showed significant differences in allele frequency. The locations of the
known genes (NOTCH4, C6orf10, BTNL2, HLA-DRA, HLA-DRB5, HLA-
DRB1, HLA-DQA1 and HLA-DQB1) are shown by lines at the bottom of this
figure.
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polymorphisms and IgAN.2,5,22 Akiyama et al.23 reported a relation-
ship between the HLA-DRA gene and IgAN. They analyzed the extent
of LD in the region of chromosome 6p21.3 in a Japanese test
population and found extended LD blocks within the class II
locus.23 They designed a case–control association study on SNPs in
each of these LD blocks, and determined that SNPs located in the
HLA-DRA gene correlated with an increased risk of IgAN.23 A
previous study identified a strong relationship between HLA-
DQB1*0301 and IgAN patients.24 Other studies have examined the
relationship between HLA alleles and IgAN in various ethnic groups,
but the lack of concordance across many of these studies may be due
to racial differences in the genetic background of different ethnic
groups and the differential interactions of IgAN susceptibility genes
with environmental factors.
As GWAS has recently been identified as a feasible tool for the

detection of genetic factors for multi-gene diseases due to large-scale
SNP discovery efforts from the definition of LD blocks by the HapMap
Project and technological advances in DNA typing, the successful
findings of a large-scale GWAS on HLA and IgAN were recently
reported.10–12 We adopted MS markers for GWAS, instead of SNPs.
To the best of our knowledge, GWAS has not yet been conducted on
IgAN using whole-genome MS markers. The complex genetic pattern
of IgAN is reflected by the multiple pathways involved in its
immunopathogenesis. From this point of view, several genetic loci
significantly contribute to the disease susceptibility that underlies the
primary immunological defects observed in IgAN. Variations in these
major genetic loci may not be sufficient for the development and
progression of IgAN, and the contribution of a potentially large
number of modifying genes with modest genetic effects, but high
prevalence may also be needed. The various allelic combinations of
these loci may underlie the different disease phenotypes observed in
IgAN. To identify new candidate genes for diseases with a complex
genetic pattern, we adopted an original and unique analysis approach
using MS markers. MS markers also show longer LD than SNPs,
necessitating much fewer markers for a genome-wide association
analysis than SNP. Gulcher et al.25 demonstrated that MSs had higher
mutation rates than SNPs, which allowed them to break up apparently
immutable common SNP haplotypes into lower frequencies that may
better match the functional variants of the intermediate frequency or
rare functional variants they are meant to detect. Therefore, MS

marker-based GWAS provides a complementary tool for the genetic
dissection of common and rare diseases, and may be one of the
reasons why we successfully detected new loci susceptible to IgAN,
whereas previous studies did not.
Overall, our results provide clear evidence for the association of

IgAN with genes around the HLA region (Figure 1). We replicated the
previously identified IgAN susceptibility loci on chromosome 6p21,
specifically close to HLA-DRB, DQA and DQB.10–12 The physical
position at the loci of the positive MS markers with the strongest
association in our study was different from that of those defined by
previous GWAS studies using SNPs. High-resolution mapping, the
genotyping of reported polymorphic SNPs and detailed HLA-DNA
typing are needed to further dissect this interval and pinpoint disease-
susceptible variants.

TSPAN8–PTPRR
The other susceptible loci identified from the 11 markers that were
positive throughout the first to third screenings and individual typing
were in the TSPAN8–PTPRR gene region on 12q21, suggesting that
the susceptible locus for IgAN is the TSPAN8 or PTPRR gene.
The protein encoded by the TSPAN8 gene is a member of the
transmembrane 4 superfamily, also known as the tetraspanin family.
Tetraspanins are type III proteins that contain four membrane-
spanning segments with conserved CCG motifs, transmembrane polar
residues and multiple acylation sites. The transmembrane proteins of
the tetraspanin superfamily directly regulate all cellular events, such as
coordination between tumor cell-cell adhesion, cell-matrix adhesion,
matrix degradation and cell migration. These proteins mediate the
signal transduction events that have a role in the regulation of cell
development, activation, growth and motility. This cell surface
glycoprotein is known to complex with integrins. They are widely
expressed in all eukaryotes.26 Tetraspanins regulate not only the
motility-related behavior of tumor cells, but also the interactions
between tumor cells and their microenvironment. Tspan8 was
originally identified as a tumor-associated antigen. Its expression has
been correlated with the promotion of tumor progression.27,28

Through the tumor-secreted exosomes that are enriched with integrin
alpha 4 and VCAM-1, Tspan8-expressing tumor cells upregulate
the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor, its receptor,
chemokines and their receptors, von Willebrand factor, and Tspan8
itself in endothelial cells, vascular endothelial growth factor,
matrix metalloproteinases, and urokinase plasminogen activator in
tumor-adjacent fibroblasts.27,29,30 However, the mechanisms of action
of tetraspanins currently remain unknown. Although the molecular
mechanism by which TSPAN8 is involved in the pathogenesis of IgAN
has not yet been elucidated in detail, TSPAN8 may contribute to renal
dysfunction through the upregulation of vascular endothelial
growth factor by TSPAN8 in well-vascularized tissue. We performed
immunohistochemistry for tetraspanin-8 on human renal biopsy
specimens associated with IgAN.31 In this study, we found that
tetraspanin-8 was often expressed in vascular smooth muscle cells
and occasionally in tubule cells in normal kidneys, and the degree of
tubular staining negatively correlated with the estimated glomerular
filtration rate, independently of the type of nephropathy.31 Further
studies are needed to clarify the molecular mechanism underlying the
tetraspanin-mediated development of IgAN. Furthermore, studies are
required to elucidate their function in the pathogenesis or progression
of the disease due to interactions between Tspan8 and CD151 as a risk
for IgAN.
The protein encoded by the other candidate gene, PTPRR (protein

tyrosine phosphatase receptor-type R), is a member of the protein
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Figure 2 Results of individual typing of five MS markers on 12q21.1.
D12S0933i was a positive marker in the three-stage screening of GWAS and
individual typing (Table 2). We designed PCR primers for four new MS
markers on 12q21.1 around D12S0933i and performed individual typing of
these four MS markers in 900 individuals. As a result, three out of four
markers on 12q21.1 showed significant differences in allele frequency. The
locations of the known genes (PTPRR and TSPAN8) are shown by lines at
the bottom of this figure.
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tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) family. Information regarding the putative
roles of PTPRR isoforms in health and disease is limited. PTPs have
been identified as signaling molecules that regulate various cellular
processes including cell growth, differentiation, the mitotic cycle and
oncogenic transformation. Tyrosine phosphorylation is a powerful
mechanism that modulates the proliferation, differentiation and
functioning of neurons. Orthologues of the PTPRR gene are expressed
in many vertebrates. The human PTPRR gene has been excluded as a
candidate for a type 2 diabetes locus on chromosome 12q15, but has
been implicated in the pathogenesis of acute myelogenous leukemia.
The silencing of this gene has been associated with colorectal cancer.
There were several limitations to the present study. One potential

limitation is the small sample size for GWAS. The sample sizes
required are further increased by the larger number of markers that
are tested in GWAS because P-values must be corrected for multiple-
hypothesis testing. To overcome these issues, we used a three-stage
screening process in which a more modest threshold for passing
markers as positive was used in screening of the entire genome for
associations. We also qualified all samples of patients with biopsy-
proven IgAN. In the future, studies with a larger sample size will be
needed for more strict GWAS, and replication studies in different
races are also necessary. Furthermore, we set the significance level of
0.05, and regarded alleles associated with Po0.05 as 'positive' and
those with P40.05 as 'negative'. If we performed a Bonferroni
correction, the significance level would be 3.0E-07 in all the screening
steps. This significance level is based on not the number of markers
but the total number of alleles in all multi-allelic markers. Each test in
multi-alleles of the same locus (the same MS) was not completely
independent. Therefore, Bonferroni correction may not be more
suitable for this study; however, we cannot find the best method for
MS study. Moreover, although false negatives were inevitable when a
significance level of 0.05 was used, the screening was repeated several
times to reduce false positives and obtain true positive markers. This
study found one locus yielding high odds ratio (7.65) against general
GWASs, although the P-value (8.7E-7) is not significant after
Bonferroni correction. Therefore, this association with IgAN should
be confirmed by additional population including other ethnic group in
future studies. Thus, we could not completely elucidate whether
associations with IgAN shown in this study were false positive or not,
taking into consideration that the number of observed positive
markers was similar to expected positive markers (Supplementary
Table 4). The only way to confirm this association between TSPAN8/
PTPRR and IgAN is to study other independent cohorts. Another
limitation is that clinical follow-up data were not included. The
progression and outcomes of patients with IgAN vary significantly.
Therefore, by following up the clinical data, we plan to test the
possibility of utilizing genes for the differential diagnosis and treat-
ment of IgAN.
Our next step is to narrow down the candidate regions with other

MS markers between these genes to discriminate which of the TSPAN8
and PTPRR genes is responsible for the development of IgAN.
Furthermore, to clarify the pathogenesis of IgAN in relation to rare
alleles or variants in the HLA, TSPAN8 or PTPRR gene, these regions
need to be resequenced and the gene expression of both genes needs to
be analyzed in the tissues of renal biopsy specimens. Further studies
are warranted to explore the immunological mechanisms underlying
this genotype-disease phenotype association.
This study on GWAS, using 420 000 MS markers, provides a new

approach regarding the susceptible genes for IgAN for investigators
seeking new tools for the prevention and treatment of IgAN. We
identified HLA, TSPAN8 and PTPRR as new candidate genes for

diseases with a complex genetic pattern. Although SNP and MS were
previously used in a disease-related gene search method of IgAN, this
is the first GWAS to use pooled DNA markers. GWAS using MS could
be a very powerful approach especially for the case that MS is directly
associated with a disease. Because a number of triplet repeat expansion
disorders have been identified, the risk of common disease may be also
affected by MS. GWAS using MS would be a suitable tool for
identifying susceptible genes of common disease.
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